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the pc version uses hardware sprites, sound
hardware and a more conventional screen
resolution than those used by the sega cd version.
it seems like the conversion is faithful to tolkien's
spirit, especially in the cinematics. the game is set
in the shire, at bree and at rivendell. the pc version
also incorporates a multiplayer mode, where you
can take over characters in the computer game and
control them on the screen. there is an adventure
mode in which you can challenge your friends to a
series of new fights. battle for middle earth ii is also
playable in lan and against a computer player. this
game also includes additional maps and characters.
there are a lot of new content in this game,
although most of it is related to the middle-earth
environment. the quality of the graphics and the
sound is excellent. the cutting-edge technology
used makes the game easy to play, but difficult to
master. the single-player mode is divided into three
parts. the first part, which serves as the tutorial, is
very brief and mostly revolves around the different
actions available, such as attacking, casting spells
and using items. the second part revolves around
the story. for each of the three members of the
fellowship, the game starts with a dungeon that
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they have to explore, and where they encounter
enemies, items and puzzles. then the characters
narrate their progress through a series of novels
that take you along on their adventures. the third
part is always the most problematic for casual
games, where everything happens quite fast, and
the bad thing about it is that you can spend a lot of
time without truly exploring the environment. once
you are in the middle of the adventure it feels like it
takes forever to get from one point to another.
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tolkien, j. r. the two towers (1954) part two of the
lord of the rings the people of rohan ride to the aid

of gondor, but to no avail; the riders are
slaughtered, and then the orcs sweep down from
the north. for frodo the company must press on

regardless, even though gandalf is sorely wounded
and aragorn is trying to lead his people back to
rivendell. their path is blocked by saruman, who

has returned to his rightful place and is now at the
head of a great army. though frodo suspects
treachery, he still pursues the ring. sauron,

suspecting the fate of the ring, is bent on rooting it
out, but his forces are fading, and as they enter the

cracks of doom the chance for the hobbits to
destroy it vanishes. here at last, at the cracks of

doom, they encounter the enemy himself, and the
hobbits escape, but frodo will not. hardcover

tolkien, j. r. the return of the king (1955) part three
of the lord of the rings with the aid of galadriel and
elrond, aragorn rallies his people and mounts an
attack on isengard, but the threat of the enemy
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grows with every victory and returns to plague him
once more. rohan is now dwindled to a force and
the company of the ring is split; frodo and sam

must reassemble at weathertop. at last, with the
help of gandalf, they reach the cracks of doom and

destroy the ring. this is when their task is done.
aragorn takes up his quest, and to the white council

comes the task of once more bearing the word of
the king to the lady of the silver wood. they take

the ring from frodo, who is unconscious, and so he
cannot destroy it at the moment of victory, but

leaves it in the home of his old friend bilbo, who has
been restored to health. at last, at last, the day of
war is over, and the ring of power has been taken

from sauron. hardcover 5ec8ef588b
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